
seraph construction harness: full-body harnesses
For more info, please call 

1.800.466.6385 or visit Guardianfall.com

Optional Surfacetech webbing reduces 
potential for contamination and makes 
cleaning significantly easier.

features & benefits
• Heavy Duty and Comfortable waist 
   pad with  strong belt loops
• Reinforced tool belt which won’t 
   sag or fold under heavy weights
• 2 lanyard keepers
• Durable back placard
• Removable/replaceable back 
   and shoulder padding
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harnesses are suitable for the following applications:

Restraint: 
Seraph Harness may be used in Restraint applications. 
Restraint systems:
- Prevent workers from reaching of a fall hazard. Always 
  account for fully deployed length of lanyard/SRL. 
- Structure must withstand loads of at least 1,000 lbs. 
- No free fall is permitted. 
- May only be used on surfaces with slopes up to 4/12
  (vertical/horizontal).
- Applicable D-rings: Dorsal, Chest, Side, Shoulder.

Personal Fall Arrest: 
Seraph Harnesses may be used in Personal Fall Arrest applica-
tions as a component of a Personal Fall Arrest system (PFAS)
- Structure must withstand loads applied in the directions
  permitted by the system of at least 5,000 lbs.
- Maximum free fall is 6‘, unless used in combination with     
  equipment explicitly certified for extended free fall. 
- Applicable D-ring: Dorsal.

Work Positioning: 
Seraph Harnesses, configured with side or shoulder D-rings, may be 
used in Work Positioning applications. 
- Work Positioning systems allow a worker to be supported while in
  suspension and work freely with both hands. 
- Structure must withstand loads applied in the directions permitted by
  the system of at least 3,000 lbs. 
- Maximum allowable free fall is 2’. 
- Applicable D-rings: Side.

Rescue/Confined Space: 
Seraph Harnesses may be used in Rescue/Confined Space applications. 
- Rescue systems function to safely recover a worker from
  a confined location or after exposed to a fall. 
- Structure must withstand loads applied in the directions permitted by
  the system of at least 3,000 lbs. 
- No free fall is permitted. 
- Applicable D-rings: 
  Dorsal, chest, shoulder.

STANDARDS:
   osha1926 subpart m & 1910
   ansi z359.1-07 & a10.32-12
  
MATERIAL: 
   polyester, nylon, and galvanized steel

CAPACITY: 130-420 lbs. 

Please contact Guardian Fall Protection 
for product-specific UPC codes.

highlights:
  - 5 points of adjustment 
  - Reinforced waist belt
  - adjustable dorsal d-ring
  - Quick-adjust torso buckles
  - Superior flexibility and comfort
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Part # Size Description
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HARNESS SIZING CHART

NOTE: 
This sizing chart is for 
general reference only 
and may not reflect every 
individual’s measurements. 
Custom Sizes are available 
if your size is not listed. 
Please call us today and 
we can provide you a 
safety harness that fits.
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11171 XL - XXL Seraph Construction w/ PT Chest, TB Legs & TB Waist6 Lbs

11173 M - L Seraph Construction w/ PT Chest, TB Legs & TB Waist6.2 Lbs

11174 S Seraph Construction w/ PT Chest, TB Legs & TB Waist5.5 Lbs


